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It has been said many times that history is a great teacher – you just need to go to class. Along 
those same lines, this recent deceleration from an extremely frenzied market of the last two 
years is no different than market adjustments of the past. Afterall, the real estate market has 
always been cyclical.  
 
In recent months, we have moved from a market consisting of multiple offers and sales well-
above asking price where very little expertise was required to price and sell a listing (or even 
spend a dime on marketing) to a market when getting a few people to show up to an open 
house is considered a success.  
 
When market adjustments like this occur, it is vital that real estate professionals take the time to 
examine their habits, skills or lack thereof, and work to improve upon the skills and habits 
necessary to excel in a normal market. 
 
Nowhere is this more important in today’s market than in the area of pricing homes. In a market 
like the one we are moving into, mastering this skillset is vital to your ultimate success. Why 
becoming a pricing genius matter most? Because it: 

• Maximizes your seller’s asset – this is a bit more challenging to do in a declining or flat 
market when a seller typically pushes for a higher price than the home is worth – 
ultimately resulting in a home that won’t sell or takes longer to sell. Learning to find the 
true value and pricing the home to sell against other similar properties at a moment in 
time is a skill. 



• Gets homes sold in a timely manner – this speaks for itself. Incorrectly priced homes 
either take longer to sell or do not maximize the seller’s asset. 

• Sets you apart from your competition – when you can help sellers get their homes 
sold in a timely matter for maximum dollar, you stand out from the multitude of agents 
who typically have overpriced homes that don’t move without multiple price reductions. 

 
So, what tools and methods are best to determine the value of a home? 
 

 

 
There are so many tools and methods like the actual homeowner’s opinion, an agent’s opinion, 
an appraisal, a tax assessment, portal sites like Zillow, Redfin and Homes.com, automated 
valuation tools, etc.  
 
So, which one or combination of these is THE best one? The answer is – it is not that simple. 
Determining the value of a home requires a combination of market knowledge, tools, strategies 
and skills. 
 
4 Keys to Pricing a Home 
 
At the end of the day, the market value is determined by what someone is willing to buy a 
house for, and what someone else is willing to sell it for. In order to arrive at this price, 
there are 4 key strategies that need to be effectively applied. 
 

1. Data – having access to historical and timely current data provides tremendous insight 
into trends to help determine the direction to go. Leading valuation indicators include: 
• Inventory levels 
• Pricing 
• Days on market 
• Absorption rate 
• Month’s supply 

 



Inventory levels 
Are they up or down? Why- what is causing this? Is it a desirable neighborhood or a situation 
where a key employer has recently left the area, or a busy shopping center is being built near 
the property.  
 

 

 
Prices 
Are they up or down? Why- what is causing this? Talk to agents, track trends, have a pulse on 
your market. If you have fewer houses for sale, prices will continue to rise or stabilize. On the 
other hand, if inventory is stable and interest rates are high, prices will stay neutral or start to  
decline. 
 
Days or market 
It is important to look at the median days in addition to the average days on market. Also, 
examine this by time of year, price range, neighborhood and house type to really understand 
demand.  
 
Absorption rate 
The absorption rate will help you determine buyer demand at any given time in the areas you 
are servicing. The absorption rate can be calculated by examining how many contracts have 
there been in the last 7 days? 30 days? These numbers should be tracked every week to 
remain relevant. This will help you see if there is buyer demand in the market. 
 
Month’s supply 
Month’s supply is calculated by dividing the active properties for sale by the # of contracts 
written in last 30 days. If you see the month’s supply increasing, that is going to tell you will see 
longer days on market. Longer days on market will have an impact on prices – typically 
downward. Also, why are there longer days on market? Is it because there is an increase in 
inventory or is it a rise in interest rates or is it lower buyer demand? 



 

 
All of these data points correlate with each other and help you determine where the market is 
headed and where prices are headed as a result. 
 

2. Property Condition - In order to get a good understanding of the “as is” value, use a 
simple 5-point rating system 1 being worst and 5 being best for each of the following: 

•  Exterior overall 
•  Hardscape/landscape 
•  Foundation 
•  Roof 
•  Interior overall 
•  Maintenance schedule, any updates/when? 
•  HVAC 
•  Hot water heater 
•  Appliances 

It is important to become and remain knowledgeable in basic improvement cost impacts and 
which improvements would be necessary in comparison to the relative condition of comparable 
homes in the area. 
 

3. Location 
 

Use mapping (google earth) and a physical visit to the property to assess the desirability of the 
lot location. Does it have an amazing view of a lake or foothills or does the lot back to a junk 
yard, railroad tracks or power lines? Before you can properly price a home, you need to know 
what the surrounding and adjacent area entails.  
 

4. Neighborhood 
 

If you have a gated golf course community where the surrounding grounds are beautifully kept 
and maintained vs. a neighborhood without and HOA that has a blend of housing types it has a 
big impact on pricing. Additionally, the upkeep and relevancy of amenities play a significant role 
as well.  
 
 



Conclusion 
 
In order to become a pricing genius, it vital that you: 
 

• Track key indicators on a consistent basis and make knowledge of the market data 
part of your DNA 

• Combine data, property condition, location, and neighborhood attributes to determine 
the true value 

• Use MLS data reports or powerful tools like geniusprice combined with a physical 
visit to the property 

 
To learn more, check out our recent webinar recording, The Price is Wrong – how to become a 
pricing genius. 
 


